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1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a,b or c: 

1- Where is Li shang from?  
a. china                        c. India                       c. Egypt                d.  morocco 
2. What does Li shang do after dinner? 
a. homework                 b. watch TV            c. help his brother                 d. go to bed              
3. Does Li shang have a room for herself? 
a. yes    b. no    c. we don't know         d.maybe 
4. How many people are in this family? 
a. three        b. four  c. two               c. five 
 

2-Complete the following dialogue: 
Amal     : How do you get to school? 
Kareem : I take the(1)...................................................................... 
Amal      : What time is your first lesson this morning? 
Kareem  :I have maths(2)................................................8 o’clock. 
Amal      : Do you (3)....................................................to study ? 
Kareem :Yes, my (4)..................................................... subject is English. 
Amal      : (5).....................................................................do you go home? 
Kareem  : I go home at 3 o’clock. 
Amal        :What do you do at the weekends? 
Kareem : I always visit my grandparents. 

3-Read the following , then answer the questions : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A) Answer the following questions: 
1. Where does Hassan's father work ? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2. Give a suitable title for the passage. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3. How long will Hassan's father stay in England ? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B) Choose the correct answer:  
 

4. The underlined pronoun "She" refers to.... 
a. Hassan          b. Hassan's father         c. Hassan's sister      d. Hassan's family 
5. When do they go to the park ?...... 
a. On Sunday     b. On Saturday              c. Everyday                 d. On Wednesday 
6. Hassan hopes to travel to..... 

      a. France            b. England                      c. China                         d.KSA 
 

 

I'm Hassan. My family lives in Alexandria, but my dad doesn't work in Egypt. He 
works in England. He went to the airport on Sunday evenings and he caught the 
plane to England. He will come home next month. On Saturday, I don't go to 
school, and my brother doesn't go to school as well. We play chess or go to the 
park. On Sunday mornings, we go swimming. My sister is three and she doesn't 
swim. She watches us. I hope to travel to England when I grow up to complete my 
study there. My father encourages me to do that. 
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4--choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d: 
1-She was wearing a very........dress. All her friends like it 
a-bad                                   b-ugly                             c-poor                      d-attractive 
2-When I open the ............in my room,There  is a lot of sunlight. 
a. basin                          b.carpet                          c.curtains                 d.bookshelf 
3. You'll have to .......... your toys with your little brother. 
a. feed                      b. share                      c. play                           d. go  

4) My dad never works ................the weekend. 
a. at                          b. with                     c.of                             d.to 

5-There's a...................above the washbasin  
a. sofa                     b. carpet                           c. mirror                 d. wardrobe 
6-I felt..............when I saw the accident.   
 a. attractive                   b.nice                                c. good                               d. terrible 
7. Can you..............my mother for me , because my phone isn't working.       
a. text                    b. next                         c. send                       d. speak  
8-Students ................. in classes during the break. 
a. stay always             b. never stay                 c. always stay                  d.stay never  
9- mona ...........eat peppers. She doesn't like them at all. 
    a. often                             b. never                               c. always                        d.every 
10. Faten never .......... to school late. It’s her habit.   

a. arrives       b. arrive           c. arriving                          d. arrived  
 
 

5- Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets. 
 

1. He ………….(eats usually) cheese and bread for breakfast. 
2. We always………….. (getting) up early every day. 
3. we don't often………… (has )German.                                       
4. why ……………….(do) you always late?                                            

 
   onwords) 90(Write a paragraph of -6  

 

“Your Daily routine” 
…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………………… 
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1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a,b or c: 

1. What does this photo describe ?  
a) a playground b) a school  c) a cinema d) a market 
2. What can we see on the le�? 

a) a woman  b) a lady c) a nurse d) a man 

3. What does the man sell in his shop ? 

a) fruit b) egg c) meat d) vegetables 

4. What can we see on the right ? 

a) a woman   b) two women 

c) two men   d) a man 
 

2-Complete the following dialogue: 

 
3-Read the following , then answer the questions : 
 

3-Omar decided that he wanted to be a doctor when he grows up He made his decision 
after seeing a television programme about a doctor who worked in China. So, Omar worked 
hard at school, passed all his exams and went to university to study to be a doctor. He 
spent most of his time working, and had time to make many good friends. When he 
finished, he found a job as a doctor working in a village in northern India. He worked with a 
group of older doctors and a young doctor. Most of the time, they worked in the small 
village hospital, but on two days a week 
they went to a nearby town and helped the Indian doctors who worked there. One day, 
when Omar was working in the larger hospital, a young man came in with a broken leg. He 
wasn't Indian. When the man saw Omar, he said, "Omar! 
Do you remember me? We were in the same secondary school!" 
 
A) Answer the following questions: 
1-When did Omar decide he wanted to be a doctor? 
2-Where did the doctor on the television programme work? 
3-What was wrong with the young man who came into the hospital? 
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4 In which part of India was the village where Omar worked? 
a) The capital.         b) The north.                c) The south.            d) The east. 
5 Who did Omar work with at first in India? 
a) Other doctors.                                        b) Some older and younger doctors, 
c) Older doctors.                                           d) A group of friends. 

Ali   Hi Yasser! How are things?  
Yasser   Hi Ali! Fine.    
Ali   Are you coming to football practice today?  
Yasser   (1)............I can't come.     
Ali   (2) .............can't you come?  
Yasser    Because I am visiting my uncle in hospital.    
Ali    (3)...................happened?  
Yasser    He had an (4)........................  
Ali    Sorry to hear that.   
Yasser    (5) .............you.   
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6 How did the young man in hospital know Omar? 
a) They were together in the same school. 
b) Their parents were friends. 
c) They played for the same football team. 
d) They met at the airport. 

 
 

4--choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d: 
1. Special pens and brushes are used to make beautiful writing known as....... 
a. biography   b. photography   c. calligraphy   d. grams 
2. Leila and Gamal are going to  marry. Their............party is tomorrow. 
a  birthday                        b  weekend                   c  holiday                    d  wedding 
3.our teacher  . ……..….…… grammar today . 
a) explains                   b) is explaining             c) explaining      d) explained 
4. Ahmed and Mostafa ............ sad because they missed the match. 
a  fell                                b  feel                           c  fall                              d  fill 
5. Nurses look .…………… …… patients in their rooms . 
a)at                          b) for                        c) after             d) forward to 
6. I don't go to football games because I don't like big .................... 
a) sellers                     b) crowds                              c) messengers              d) workers 
7. His parents were very ................ about his prize. 
a) pleased                      b) worried                          c) sad                               d) normal 
8. To be............is to be happy about the good things in your life. 
a) lonely           b) worried                   c) grateful           d) greedy 
9. He arrived an hour …………………...... but he caught the bus .  
a) late                                     b) lately                            c) fast                     d) hard 
10.Policeman keep people .…………………..….…… at night . 
a)safe                    b) safely                      c) safety              d) ill 

 
5— Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets.: 

1. My sister ………………….….( go usually) to school by bus. 

2. I'm waiting................. (excited) to get on a plane  or the first time. 

3. He climbed the hill……………. (hard) . He wasn’t tired at all. 
4. My brother………..( plays )football at the moment. 

 
   onwords) 90(Write a paragraph of -6  

 

“Your favourite job” 
…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  
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1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a,b or c: 

1- Where is Li shang from?  
a. china                        c. India                       c. Egypt                d.  morocco 
2. What does Li shang do after dinner? 
a. homework                 b. watch TV            c. help his brother                 d. go to bed              
3. Does Li shang have a room for herself? 
a. yes    b. no    c. we don't know         d.maybe 
4. How many people are in this family? 
a. three        b. four  c. two               c. five 
 

2-Complete the following dialogue: 
Samy : Do you know that the Egyptian football team won the Africa Cup of 
Nations? 
Aya : That’s great, but when (1)............  they win it? 
Samy : The last time was (2).................  2010. 
Aya : Oh, no! That was many years ago. 
Samy : Yes, but they (3).......... the cup three times one after the other. 
Aya : I don’t understand you. (4)............. do you mean? 
Samy : I mean that Egypt won the cup in 2006, 2008 and 2010. 
Aya : Wow! That was a great achievement! 
Samy : You are right. 
Aya : I’m (5)...............  of the Egyptian football team. 
 
3-Read the following , then answer the questions : 

-Reading is a very helpful habit. It gives us new ideas and improves our 
language. When you read, you need to be in a quiet place. It is better to wear 
your reading glasses if it is necessary. You should read different topics. To 
remember what you read, it is a good idea to have a pen in your hand to 
underline or circle the important points. Try to discuss what you have read 
with your friends. People read for different goals. Some people read  

.  read for workOthers.  just to feel happy and spend a nice timeenjoymentfor 
Students read for their study or research. All of us read the news and the 
weather report. We also read messages, emails, and letters that we receive  

Answer the following questions) A   
1-How is reading a helpful habit ?  
.................................................................................................................................  
2-Why do you think you need to read in a quiet place?  
.................................................................................................................................  
3-How can you remember what you read?  

.................................................................................................................................  
c or d, b,Choose the correct answer from a) B:   

4-What do you think the word " Others " refer to ?  
a) goals           b) people                c) points d) glasses  
5-The underlined word " enjoyment " means…………………   
a) discussion    b) mysteries       c) sadness   d) pleasure  
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……………… 6-The word improves means to make it  
a) bad             b) better            c) worse            d) sad 

 
 

4--choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d: 
25. Scientists do many experiments to find........for many illnesses. 
a) treatments          b) developments    c) moments             d) monuments 
27Our team won the match...........Tunisia. 
a) away                     b) across            c) again                    d) against 

3- I always give money to a/an............ that helps poor children. 
a.medicine        b.library           c.history           d.charity 
4- My uncle............. a fire fighter, but now he is a police officer. 
a.used to be          b.is            c.uses to be      d.were 
5- She helped to look  poor children in Egypt from 1920 to 1969. 
a.for        b.in       c. from          d.after 
6- Where............... live before you moved to Alexandria? 
a.are you     b.do you       c.you used to d.did you use to 
7- Adam fell off his bike and had a big...............  on his arm. 
a.pump       b.way          c.infection         d.cut 
8- You should  ………………sport to keep healthy. 
a.take          b.make      c.give       d.do 
9-..............you see the film about the earthquake on TV last night? 
a.Did        b.Do         c.Will      d.Were 
   10- This great charity helps children................ heart problems. 
a.with      b.in        c.without          d.for 

 
 

5— Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets. 

1. Tamer didn’t………..…… (used )to study hard at school. 
2. Yesterday, we………….…. (have) lunch in a big restaurant. 
3. Where did you……………( went) last night? 
4. Did you visit the Pyramids when you………….. (are) young? 

 
   onwords) 90(a paragraph of Write -6  

 
A person that you are proud of (your hero) 

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………………… 
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1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a,b or c: 
 

1. Who first played this game ?  
a) the Romans b) the English c) the Indians d) the ancient Egyptians  
2. How old is this game? 
a) 3500        b) 350           c) 3050  d) 3005    
3. How many squares does this game have?  
a) 13        b) 31       c) 30               d) 300    
4.A : what did people who didn't have these boxes do ? 
 B: they drew squares on the..............   
a) wall        b) hill    c) roof                       d) floor 

 
2-Complete the following dialogue: 

Fady : Do you think this plan for the new hotel is a good idea, Baher? 
Baher : I don't think (1).................. 
Fady :Why? 
Baher : It only has jobs for people in the city. 
Fady : I don't (2).................... 
Baher : Why don't you agree with me? 
Fady : Because more tourists in the area can help the local people. 
Baher : (3)..................., but what about the water? Taking water from 
the lake will damage the environment. 
Fady : I see (4)....................you mean. It's important to protect the 
environment. 
Baher : I (5)...................with you at this point. 

3-Read the following , then answer the questions : 
 

One of the hobbies that people like is to collect things such as stamps, 
books, old coins and ancient pictures. But the strangest collection I have 
ever seen belongs to a man who owns four hundred clocks. There are 
clocks in every room of his house. The living room is surrounded by 
shelves which had been filled with clocks. 

severalthe man filled , As there is not enough room for so many clocks 
trunks and stored them in the garage. His wife complains everyday about 
the work she has to do, for it is not easy to dust several hundred clocks. 
She also complains about the noise that each clock keeps its own time. 
She never knows exactly what time it is.  

:Answer the following questions. a 
1. What do people like to collect as a hobby? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2. Why does the man's wife complain? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3. What do you think would happen if all the clocks have the same time? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

:or d, c, b, Choose the correct answer from a. b 
4. The living room is surrounded by shelves which had been filled with ……….. . 
a. books                  b. clocks                 c. flowers                   d. newspapers 
5. The man has put the clocks ………… . 
a. in one room                      b. in the garage only 
c. in different places               d. in some rooms 
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4. The word “several” means ………….. . 
a. large          b. little              c. many        d. few 
 

 

4--choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d: 
1- A/an.................can be entrance to another  place. 
a) arch              b) wall                c) ruin        d) castle 
2 you can watch a sports match at............ 
a) museum         b) library      c)stadium        d) castle 
3 You can pray at a..................... 
a) museum   b) mosque       c)stadium        d) castle 
4.You can see................. in a museum. 
a) prayers       b) Castles      c) Statues         d) players 
5 ..................are not a complete building. 
a) Ruins           b) Castles        c) Statues      d) Arches 
6 .........is something that is concerning history. 
a) Historic       b) Amazing        c) Interesting  d) Awesome 
7 A..........is a person who can show you round a place. 
a) cook           b) waiter             c) tourist         d) guide 
8 What...........the boys doing at 4 p.m yesterday? 
a) did             b) are           c) have           d) were 
9 As I was running, I........a nice bird. 
a) am seeing         b) see           c) saw      d)sees 
10 .........you hear the bell while you were cooking? 
a) Did                   b) Were          c) Do          d) have  
 
5— Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets. 

 

1 .During an exam, you…………… (must) copy from the other students. 
2. I …………(.must) forget my wife's birthday, so I have to buy a card today. 
3. He was painting………….. (while) the phone rang. 
4. What were you doing when I …………….(phone)? 
 

   onwords) 90(Write a paragraph of -6 

A historic place in Egypt  
…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………………… 
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1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a,b or c: 

 
1. What kind of person are the writer and her sister ?  
a) polite b) rude c) ugly d) messy   
2. What do they usually do before sleeping? 
a) clap b) sing c) dance d) tidy up    
3. How many times do they take out rubbish?  
a) once b) twice c) three times d) four times    
4. Where do they take out rubbish ? in ……………..  
a) baskets b) pots c) bags d) bins 
 

2-Complete the following dialogue: 
Nasser : Do you have to study this evening, Omar? 
Omar : Yes, 1(1)...................... 
Nasser : Which subject do you (2)....................to study? 
Omar : Geography! I have a geography test tomorrow. 
Nasser : What (3).............your brother? Does he have to study, too? 
Omar : No, he doesn't. 
Nasser : What does he have to do then? 
Omar : He (4).......................to tidy up his bedroom; it's really messy. 
Nasser : It's nearly the end of break. Where do we have (5)............ go for the next lesson? 
 
 

3-Read the following , then answer the questions : 
 

Mrs Saleh had two children. Samy was seven years old, and his sister Nora 
was four. Samy went to school, but Nora did not. When Samy was at home, he 
often played with Nora while their mother was cooking or washing or cleaning. 
Mrs Saleh was usually free to do her work quietly because Samy was very nice 
to his small sister. 
One Friday morning, the two children were playing in the garden while their 
mother was cooking lunch. They were quite happy until Nora suddenly began 
to cry and ran into the kitchen to her mother. Mrs Saleh stopped cooking and 
said, "Why are you crying, Nora? Samy broke my toy," Nora answered, crying 
more loudly." How did he break it?" her mother asked. Nora stopped crying, but 
did not answer for a few seconds. Then she said, "I hit him on the head with it." 
 

A) Answer the following questions: 
1-Give a suitable title to the passage.  ................................................................................. 
2 Why was Mrs Saleh usually free to do her work quietly?................................................... 
3 How old was Samy's sister?........................................................................... 

B) Choose the correct answer:  
4The underlined word "loudly" means...... 
a) calmly                b) noisily                   c) kindly             d) quietly 
5 When Nora cried, her mother was in the............ 
a) garden               b) bedroom               c) kitchen            d) school 
6 The toy was.............. 
a) repaired           b) cleaned                  c) broken                d) old 
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4--choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d: 
1- Hala is a...........person. She doesn't put anything in its right place. 
a) tidy           b) messy          c) lucky       d) full 
2 They should try to............friends with her. 
a) take        b) make       c) talk     d) give 
3 Nader helps his brother............his school bag ready. 
a) leave         b) get        c)stay        d) spend 
4. Someone should run after Tarek and give the bag............ 
a) in                b) out            c) back        d) up 
5 They gave the footballer a...........test to check his health. . 
a) messy         b) lucky         c) tidy           d) random 
6The book is...............You should read it.  
a) fantastic        b) ugly            c)bad           d) boring 
7-Adam knew everyone in the village, so he was surprised when a........ walked into his shop.  
a) neighbour       b) relative          c) stranger      d) officer 
8- I remembered the man.........I met at the party. 
a) where         b) which              c) who       d) when 
9 You...........take a bus, I'll drive you to school. 
a) don't have to          b) must     c) should       d) can 
10 |..........do my homework. My teacher always checks if we have done the exercises. 
a) should                 b) has to            c) have to            d) must to 
 
 
5— Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets. 
 
1 …………..(Does) you have to look after your baby sister at the weekend?               . 
2 You……….( have to) take out the rubbish, I did it this morning.                             
3 The tourists ………..(what) visit Egypt always love the ancient temples.               
4- This is the museum ………….(who) I visited last year.                                               
 
6-Write an email of NINETY (90) words to your friend Nesma to tell her about charity 
work. Your name is Rahma. 
 
…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........…………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………………… 
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1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a,b or c: 

 
1.At the weekend, we go to the....and pick up the rubbish. 
a.cinema           b.teacher              c. school d. beach 
2. I work as a.........for a charity. 
a. cleaner b. doctor               c.volunteer          d. market 
3. We always pick up plastic......... 
a.bottles            b.chairs c.tables              d. pots 
 4. The charity helps to........our local beach. 
a.play           b.eat               c.clean             d. dirty 
 

2-Complete the following dialogue: 
5.Dina : Look at all the plastic water bottles in the rubbish bin. 
Leila : What's the problem with that? 
Dina :The(1).........................is that we use too many of them. 
Leila : What can we do with that problem? 
Dina: We (2).......................stop people using them. 
Leila: How can we stop people using them? 
Dina: Why (3).......................we ask people to use them again? 
Leila: (4).......................could we do that? 
Dina: People could take the bottles home, wash them, and bring them to school the 
next day. 
Leila: (5).......................an interesting idea. We can see what the teacher thinks. 

 
 

3-Read the following , then answer the questions : 
3.Ahmed and Soha were in the dinning room and their parents were at work. Soha was doing 
her homework. They thought their sister Salma was playing with her toys. Soha saw some 
water. It was coming through the floor. Ahmed and Soha went to the bathroom. They found 
Salma. She was playing with her toys. There was a lot of water on the bathroom floor and it 
was running into the dinning room. They talked about the water and decided to dry the floor. 
They used some of their father's old newspapers. Ahmed decided to phone his mother and 
father and tell them about the water. 
A) Answer the following questions: 
1. Where was Salma playing with her toys? 
..................................................................................................... 
2.How did Ahmed and Soha dry the floor? 
................................................................................................... 
3 .How many persons are there in the family?............................................................... 
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4. The underlined pronoun "It" refers to the......... 
a) floor                b) vapour                   c) dinning room            d) water 
5. While Ahmed and Soha were in the dinning room, their parents were at............. 
a) school b) home                      c) work                   d) bedroom 
6. There was a lot of water on the.........floor. 
a) bedroom b) dining room               c) hall                            d) kitchen 
 
 
 
 

4--choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d: 
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1- How to stop tourism damaging the.......... 
a. flood           b. drought           c. river             d. environment 
2 .The...........is that we all use too much water. 
a. station  b. problem        c. kindness          d.tourism 
3 You can pray at a..................... 
a) museum       b) mosque        c)stadium              d) castle 
4.Don't throw your bottles and other things .you can............them. 
a) redo            b) finish           c) stay              d) reuse 
5 How much paper....................every year ? 
a) recycled         b) are recycled            c) is recycling           d) is recycled 
6 the environment..................... by many scientists 
a) studies           b) studied                      c) is studying                    d) is studied 

7 The Egyptians opened the Suez ............in 1869.  
a) coast            b) park           c canal         d) beach 

8 Egypt is full of wonderful ancient.............which tourists like to visit. 
a) monuments b) experiments c) developments      d) movements 
9 Several buildings were ................ by the earthquake.. 

a) stored                b ) damaged              c) protected           d) produced 
10 His behaviour is...........than his brother’s. 
a) bad                   b) worse                    c) worst                d) the worst 
 

 
5— Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets. 

 

1 . Is your house ……………..(more old) than my house?                                     
2. The car ………….(don't) washed every day.                                                  
3. How many languages………….( spoken) in china?                                                  . 
4. Europe is not………………..( as large)  Asia.                                                        
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